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BUILDERS, INC., a Utah 
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V. 
OVERLAND THRIFT AND LOAN, 
a Utah corporation, LINDA 
D. MILNE, and WESTERN 
SURETY COMPANY, 
Defendants-Appellees. 
BRIEF OF APPELLANTS IN REPLY TO ANSWERING 
BRIEF OF APPELLEE OVERLAND THRIFT AND LOAN 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Appellants adopt the Statement of the Case section .of 
their opening brxdf supplemented as follows* 
The lease agreement (R. 675) contained the following 
liquidated damages provision: 
14. DAMAGES: In the event that Lessee fails to 
perform in accordance with the terms and conditions 
of this Lease and the rights of Lessee hereunder 
expire, the Lessee agrees to pay to Lessor any and 
all amounts of unpaid monthly payments computed to 
the date of return of such property together with 
any loss or damage which Lessor may suffer as a 
result of the breach of this Lease by Lessee, it 
being mutually agreed between Lessor and Lessee 
that the minimum amount of such loss as a result 
of any such breach as liquidated damages due and 
payable on the date of expiration of this Lease 
shall be a sum equal to one-third of the monthly 
payments that would have been paid if the Lease had 
continued in full force and effect for the period 
set forth in Paragraph 2 above, without consideration 
of the shortening of the term by reason of default. 
No. 900411-CA 
(Category 14 b.) 
The lease agreement further provides 
15. LESSOR'S EXPENSES: Lessee shall pay 
Lessor all costs and expenses, including 
late payment assessments, reasonable 
attorney's fees, the fees of collection 
agencies, and all other expenses of 
collection such as telephone and telegraph 
charges, incurred by Lessor in enforcing 
any of the terms, conditions or provisions 
hereof. 
Plaintiffs' Opposition and Objection to Defendant 
Overland's Motion for Summary Judgment (R. 221-239) 
[Addendum I] contains the following statement relative to 
the execution of the trust deed at issue in this case, 
(R. 221) * * * Before signing, Welling represented 
to Grethe that her home would not be involved in 
any transaction, or tied up in it, for more than 
one year after which it would be released from any 
guaranty position. No one told her she was signing 
a trust deed and so far as she knew she never did; 
and she was hurried and not given an opportunity 
to read what she was signing.After Welling obtain-
ed Grethe's execution of the instruments, he took 
them with the explanation to Grethe and to Lucking 
that he needed to get them notarized after which 
he would return copies to Grethe. Grethe was never 
given the copies promises. * * * 
Paragraph 10 of Ray Welling's affidavit on page 4 
(R. 72) makes the following statement, 
10. After the documents were modified, I then went 
with Milne to the Larson's home in order to obtain 
execution of the new documents. I recall sitting 
around the kitchen table with Milne and discussing 
the documents with Mrs. Larson. As we discussed the 
trust deed, Mrs. Larson inquired whether the trust 
deed would have to remain as a lien and encumbrance 
upon their home during the entire term of the pro-
posed lease. In response to her question, I indi-
cated that, at her request and that of her husband, 
PFC would review with Overland the question of 
security on the first anniversary of the lease. 
However, at no time did I promise on behalf of PFC 
or Overland, that the trust deed would be released 
after the first year. 
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In Overland's summary judgment proceedings on 
plaintiff Dale L. Larson's Equipment Lease Guaranty 
(R. 968) the amount of the money judgment award is 
computed as set forth in the affidavit of K. Douglas 
Anderson (R. 961-965 [Addendum II]). Against the 
amount due as determined by Mr. Anderson is an item 
of $10,117.64 as "proceeds from the sale of the 
equipment in the amount of $10,750 of which $632.36 
was applied toward outstanding use tax assessments 
and $10,117.64 was applied toward the outstanding 
principal lease balance lot $14,417,121." 
The sale of the equipment and the amount received 
are not stated on Mr. Anderson's personal knowledge and 
it is likewise the case in Lisa Mottin's affidavit (R. 
953-961 [Addendum III]) wherein she states 
13. On or about May 3, 1988, Affiant was 
informed by Utah Machine that the equipment 
had been sold for cash. 
The balance of the Mottin affidavit consists exclusively 
of opinions and conclusions, e.g., 
9. Affiant maintained frequent contact with 
Utah Machine representatives regarding their 
attempts to sell the equipment ana thereby 
kept herself and Overland informed of all 
continuing sale efforts/ interested purchasers, 
and offers of purchase. 
10. Affiant personally reviewed circulars, 
advertisements and flyers sent out by Utah 
Machine to industrial buyers, brokers and other 
individuals reasonably calculated to have an 
interest in such equipment, which advertised 
the sale of the leased equipment and 
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solicitated bids for the purchase thereof. 
14. The offer pursuant to which the leased 
equipment was sold constituted the best 
firm offer received by Overland or its 
agents for such equipment. 
The money judgment against plaintiff Dale L. 
Larson on the equipment lease guaranty reflected general-
ly the difference between the total amount of payments due 
under the lease (60 X $1994.30 = $119,658.00), less 
the total of principal lease payments [$41,252.28], for 
a total "Principal Lease balance prior to sale [of] 
$74,417.12" The only deduction from that balance is the 
$10,117.64 mentioned above. There was no credit given for 
the $51,864.90 received by Overland as a result of the 
trustee's sale of the residence property (R. 600 f 42) 
on May 27, 1987. 
Overland also received an award for attorney's fees 
of $29,693.50 and $2,046.65 as collection and court costs 
based on Mr. Anderson's affidavit. There is no indication 
in the record as to what part of the amounts awarded were 
incurred by Overland "in enforcing [the] terms, conditions 
or provisions [of the lease agreement]." Both Overland's 
and plaintiffs' pleadings contain claims different from 
those related to the lease agreement and no effort was made 
to allocate time and court costs as between various aspects 
of the case. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Overland failed to demonstrate that there is no 
genuine issue as to any material fact and that it is 
entitled to judgment as a matter of law. A challenge 
to a summary judgment prosents only questions of law, 
and the trial court's decision is reviewed for correct-
ness and the facts and inferences are analyzed in the 
light most favorable to the losing party. Gaw v. State 
of Utah, 143 Utah Adv.Rep. 27 (1990). Summary judgment 
should not be granted if the evidence supports alternate 
inferrences. Falkner v. Farnsworth, 665 P.2d 1292 (Utah 
1983);- La Preferida v. Cerveceria Modelo, S.A. de C.V., 
914 F.2d 900, 905 (7th Cir. 1990) 
1. The provisions of the lease agreement providing 
for how the liquidated damages would be computed indicate 
that the formula would provide an unreasonable result. 
2. The factual issue of whether Grethe Larson was 
fraudulently induced to execute the trust deed was a 
matter for the jury. 
3. The presence in the lease agreement of a number 
of the factors specified in Colonial Leasing Co. v. 
Larson Bros. Const., 731 P.2d 483, 487 (Utah 1986), 
which lease agreement plaintiffs contend is a security 
agreement, establishes the existence of ambiguities 
and supports alternate inferrences. 
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ARGUMENT 
1. The provisions of the lease providing for 
how liquidated damages would be computed indicate a 
formula that would provide an unreasonable result, i.e., 
double recovery or penalty, especially where such 
formula does not factor in a credit for the sale or re-
letting of the equipment after it is repossessed. 
11
 In general, contractual damages are measured 
by the lost benefit of the bargain 
i.e., by 'the amount necessary to 
place the nonbreaching party in as 
good a position as if the contract 
had been performed.1 Alexander v. Brown, 
646 P.2d 692, 695 (Utah 1982). However, 
as a general rule parties to a contract 
may agree to liquidated damages in the case of 
a breach, and such agreements are enforce-
able * if the amount of liquidated damages 
agreed to i^ not disproportionate to the 
possible compensatory damages and does not 
constitute a forfeiture or penalty. Madsen v. 
Anderson, 667 P.2d 44, 47 (Utah 1983)• 
Reasonable liquidated damages provisions 
may reduce the cost of litigation by 
obviating the expense entailed in proving 
actual damages. If a liquidated damages 
provision is enforceable, a plaintiff need 
not prove actual damages (citations omitted). 
The burden is on the party who would avoid a 
liquidated damages provision to prove that 
no damages were suffered or that there is 
no reasonable relationship between compensa-
tory and liquidated damages (citations 
omitted)." Young Elec. Sign v. United Standard West, 
755 P.2d 162 (Utah 1-988). 
Under the benefit of the bargain rule, recovery 
could be had for the full contract price, less the current 
value of the equipment, and the time value of the payments. 
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Young Blec. Signf supra, p. 165. Overland's summary 
judgment showing does not support a judgment based 
upon the benefit of the bargain rule of damages. 
The validity of the liquidated damages provision 
must be determined as of the date of the contract and 
not the date of the breach. "While parties to 
contracts have the right to insert any stipulations 
they may agree to, they will not be enforced if they 
are unconscionable and against public policy. . . . " 
Fairfield Lease Corp. v. Marsi Dress Corp., 303 NYS 2d 
179 (1969). 
Under paragraph 14 of the lease agreement Overland 
has a right to "a sum equal to one-third of the monthly 
payments that would have been paid if the Lease had 
continued in full force and effect for [60 months], 
without consideration of the shortening of the term by 
reason of default.", which is the right to receive 
approximately $42,000 upon lessee's default regardless 
of when the default occurs. There is also no requirement 
of credit against the amount due for sale or re-letting 
of the equipment which results in a penalty. 
". . .it is a relevant general rule that a failure to 
pay a sum of money due will rarely, if ever, justify a 
further sum, in excess of interest, to be paid by way of 
liquidated damages. On the contrary, such a requirement 
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is likely condemned as a penal forfeiture which the law 
will not recognize (citations omitted). 
"There is also at issue here, the validity of 
[paragraph 15.], regarding attorneys' fees. A contract 
may provide for the payment of attorneys1 fees by a 
defaulting party, but those fees are recoverable solely 
as a contract right and not as damages, (citations 
omitted). 
"However, the stipulated fee must bear a reasonable 
relationship to the legal services necessarily incurred by 
reason of the breach of contract. A provision for the 
payment of an arbitary amount as an attorney's fee would be 
in the nature of a penalty and therefore unenforceable. 
(Citations omitted). 
"In the case at bar there has been no showing what, 
if any, legal expenses [defendant Overland] had necessarily 
incurred by reason of the [plaintiffs'] failure to pay . . . 
rentals when due or the nature of the legal services 
rendered." Fairfield Lease Corp., supra. 
The lease agreement does not require that the 
proceeds of a sale or releasing of the equipment be applied 
against the amount owing and thus permits the lessor to 
recover the full value of the use of the leased equipment 
after it has been returned to the lessor's possession. Such 
a measure of recovery far exceeds benefit of the bargain 
damages and is unenforceable as a penalty. Southwest Park 
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Outpatient Surgery, Ltd, v. Chandler, 572 S.W.2d 53 
(Tex.App. 1978); Industry Financial Corp, v. Redman, 
383 N.W.2d 847 (N.D. 1986). 
Because Overland made no effort to allocate time 
spent by counsel as between various aspects of the case, 
some or all of which differed from any relating to 
collecting on the lease agreement, the trial court erred 
in awarding attorneys' fees and court costs in absence 
of a showing of time actually spent and of costs actually 
incurred in collecting on the lease. Imerial-Yuma 
Production v. Hunter, 609 P.2d 1329 (Utah 1980). 
2. It is logically inferrable from Larsons1 quoted 
statement (ante, page 2) that Welling, and therefore PFC 
and Overland, never intended that the Larsons read the 
trust deed. In so many words, Welling told Grethe that 
she need not read the trust deed at the time she signed it 
because he was in a hurry to get it notarized and recorded, 
but when these things were done he would return with a copy 
for her and she could read it then. He did not, and never 
intended to return a copy to Grethe but merely used this 
ruse to persuade Grethe to sign without at the time reading 
the docudments. 
If the document "plainly is neither intended nor 
likely to be read by the other party - this circumstance 
may support an inference of fraud, and fraud is a defense 
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to a contract." Northwestern Nat. Ins. Co. v. Donovany 
916 F.2d 372, 377 (7th Cir. 1990). 
For summary judgment purposes the statement 
Grethe says Welling made to her that her liability 
would not extend past one year must be taken as true. 
The factual question of whether Grethe was fraudulently 
induced by such statement to sign the trust deed is for 
the jury. 
3. The equipment lease here includes the follow-
ing provisions: 
a) an option to purchase the equipment; 
b) Overland purchased the equipment from 
the supplier, Intermountain Machine 
Tool; 
c) Overland required third parties to sign 
a guaranty; 
d) The lessee was responsible for paying 
for insurance, taxes and related ex-
penses; 
e) The lessee bore all risk of loss; 
f) The total rent ($115,669.40) equals 
cost of the equipment plus interest; 
g) Upon default, lessee was held liable 
for the total unpaid rent or the 
balance of rent remaining; 
h) The option price may be less than 10% 
of the list price ("economic realities" 
test). 
See Colonial Leasing Co. v. Larson Bros. Const., 731 P.2d 
483, 847 (Utah 1983) . 
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"In sum, whether a lease was intended as security 
for a sale is a question to be determined on the facts 
of each case, as is the issue of whether the nature of 
the document raises questions of fact that preclude 
summary judgment. FMA Financial Corp., 590 P.2d at 
805." Colonial Leasing Company, supra. 
The trial court did not address what the quoted 
provisions indicated as to the intent of the parties 
or whether the terms were ambiguous, therefore necessi-
tating the admission of parol evidence to ascertain the 
intent of the parties. If the character of the written 
agreement itself is ambiguous even though its specific 
terms are not, it is subject to parol evidence as to 
what the parties intended. Colonial Leasing Company, 
supra, "[i]ndeed, the need for parol evidence is also 
suggested by the nature and terms of the lease itself 
and the surrounding circumstances." 
The lease form is that used by PFC, Overland1s 
assignor. Paragraph 1. was completed by PFC and 
described Larsons' real estate as security in addition 
to the EDM machine, "with this lease as the underlying 
indebtedness. . . . " The terminology used by PFC 
("security" and "underlying indebtedness") would certainly 
leave questions open as to the lessor's intent regarding 
the true nature of the equipment lease. 
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CONCLUSION 
In defendant Overlandfs claim on plaintiff 
Dale L. Larson's equipment lease guaranty no evidence 
was presented to establish sums due that might be 
allowable under clause 14. of the lease agreement, i.e., 
damages that would not be considered a penalty or for-
feiture. Overland should not be given a second chance. 
The Order and Judgment of May 14, 1990, should be reversed 
and the matter remanded to the trial court with instructions 
to dismiss the claim with prejudice. 
The award of attorneys' fees and court costs 
contained in the Order and Judgment of May 14, 1990 should 
also be reversed for the reason no effort was made to 
allocate the fees and costs as between those incurred for 
collecting on the lease and the defense or prosectuion of 
unrelated claims. 
Because of the fact that there was no determin-
ation as to any amount due under the lease at the time of 
the non-judicial foreclosure of the trust deed the trustee's 
sale and trustee's deed should be vacated on remand. 
Because the formula in clause 14 of the lease whereby 
liquidated damages are determined provides for a penalty 
or forfeiture, the trial court erred as a matter of law 
to plaintiffs' prejudice in adjudging in its Order and 
Judgment of March 27, 1990, that the lease does not impose 
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a penalty and that it does not allow double recovery, 
and such Order and Judgment should be reversed. 
Factual issues remain as to whether the lease 
was in fact a security agreement and whether Grethe 
was induced to sign the trust deed by the fraudulent 
misrepresentations of Welling so that the summary 
judgment of March 27, 1990, adjudging the lease to 
be a true lease and not a security agreement and against 
plaintiffs1 fraud claims, should be reversed and remanded 
for trial to a jury. 
Because the summary judgment adjudging Overlandfs 
sale or other disposition of the equipment to have been 
in good faith was based on insufficient affidavits, the 
Order and Judgment of May 14, 1990, was improper and 
should be reversed. It is not known what evidentiary 
need was served by the adjudication and if good faith 
sale or other disposition of the equipment should turn 
out not to be an essential element of Overland's claim, 
then the adjudication may be harmless error. 
DATED December 17, 1990. 
s7<^/^_ 
~^7 'JOSEPH #<" BOTTUM 
PROOF OP SERVICE 
On December 17, 1990, four copies of the foregoing 
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BRIEF OF APPELLANTS IN REPLY TO ANSWERING BRIEF OF 
APPELLEE OVERLAND THRIFT AND LOAN hand delivered to 
Allen Nelson Hardy and Evans, 215 South State Street, 
Suite 900, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111, and to Watkiss 
and Saperstein, 310 South Main Street, Suite 1200, 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111. 
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DEFENDANT OVERLAND'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Addendum II - AFFIDAVIT OF K. DOUGLAS ANDERSON 
Addendum III - AFFIDAVIT OF LISA MOTTIN 
AODENDDM I 
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ROYAL K. HUNT (OSB# 1590) 
2290 East 4500 South #170 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117 
Tel. No. 801 278 4417 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
DALE L. LARSON, et UX., et 
al. , 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
OVERLAND THRIFT & LOAN, et al., 
Defendants. 
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION AND 
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT 
OVERLAND'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Civil No. C 87 3405 
Judge Scott Daniels 
Plaintiffs herewith oppose and object to defendant 
Overland's motion for summary judgment as follows: 
There is sufficient summary judgment evidence that the 
two trust deeds mentioned in these proceedings were obtained by 
defendant Overland to secure amounts due and owing and to become 
due and owing under the terms of an equipment lease a copy of 
which is attached hereto as Exhibit A. (There is also attached 
hereto as Exhibit B the responses of Overland to interrogatories 
served by plaintiffs.) Larsons' residence is described in the 
trust deeds. Dale did not sign either trust deed nor did he sign 
or place his initials on the equipment lease. Grethe signed Dale 
name to the three documents and also placed Dale's initials on th 
lease in each instance where his initials are purported thereon. 
Larsons were unaware of the existence of the trust deed 
until late January, 1987, when they received the trustee's notice 
no 
of default in the mail. They examined the purported signatures 
on the trust deeds in the county recorderfs office and from such 
examination Grethe knows that she signed both names on both trust 
deeds and Dale knows that he did not sign his name on either trust 
deed. It is the belief of Grethe that the trust deeds and the 
equipment lease were, with other papers, brought to her home on 
November 20, 1984, by the Ray Welling mentioned in these proceedings 
At that time there were negotiations pending concerning the 
procurement of the equipment described in the lease between Dale, 
Robert J. Lucking, who is Dale and Grethe's son-in-law, and 
Wellingfs employer. Because Dale was absent from the home at the 
time, Welling requested Grethe to sign Dale's name as well as her 
own. Lucking was present when this request was made. Grethe 
complied. Before signing, Welling represented to Grethe that 
her home would not be involved in any transaction, or tied up in 
it, for more than one year after which it would be released from 
any guaranty position. No one told her she was signing a trust 
deed and so far as she knew she never did; and she was hurried and 
not given an opportunity to read what she was signing. After 
Welling obtained Grethe1s execution of the instruments, he took 
them with the explanation to Grethe and to Lucking that he needed 
to get them notarized after which he would return copies to 
Grethe. Grethe was never given the copies promised. Some time 
before November 20, 1984, the equipment had been delivered to the 
residence. 
In January, 1987, non-judicial foreclosure proceedings 
were instituted on one of the trust deeds to recover payments due 
and to become due under the lease on trustee's sale. 
The summary judgment evidence is sufficient to 
establish that a question remains as to whether the lease can 
be enforced against Dale. 
Regarding lessee's default, the lease provides 
13. DEFAULT BY LESSEE: In the event Lessee files, 
or there is caused to be filed, a petition in bank-
ruptcy or shall make or have made an assignment for 
the benefit of creditors, or if a receiver shall be 
appointed for Lessee, or if Lessee shall have 
permitted or suffered any attachment, levy, execution 
to be made, levied or entered against or in any 
respect on any or all of Lessee's property, or fails 
to perform any other obligation of this Lease (except 
payment of rent or maintenance of insurance which are 
dealt with herein), then upon five (5) days written 
notice by Lessor to Lesee, to correct the default the 
right of Lessee under this lease shall expire. 
In any event that Lessee fails to make any payment 
due and owing hereunder for a period of fifteen (15) 
days after such payment is due, then the rights of 
Lessee under this Agreement shall thereupon expire. An 
extension of time or other alteration in conrtract 
terms allowed by Lesor shall not deprive it of any of 
its rights hereunder. 
i 
14. DAMAGES: In the event tht Lessee fails to 
perform in accordance with the terms ad conditions of 
this Lease and the rights of Lessee hereunder expire, 
the Lessee agrees to pay to Lessor any and all 
amounts of unpaid monthly payments computed to the date 
of return of such property together with any loss or 
damage which Lessor may suffer as a result of the 
breach of this Lease by Lessee, it being mutually 
agreed between Lessor and the Lessee that the 
minimum amount of such loss as a result of any such 
breach as liquidated damages due and payable on the 
date of expiration of this Lease shall be a sum equal 
to one-third of the monthly payments that would have 
been paid if the Lease had continued in full force and 
effect for the period set forth in Paragraph 2 above, 
without consideration of the shortening of the term 
by reason of default. 
The failure of Lessor at any time to exercise its 
rights under this paragraph in the event of any such 
default by Lessee shall not affect its right and 
power to exercise such rights in the event of any 
subsequent default. For the purpose repossessing 
222-
Equipment, Lessor may enter upon any premises of 
Lessee where equipment may be and remove the same and 
Lessee hereby waives any claim for trespass or 
damage occasioned thereby. 
* * * 
15. LESSOR1S EXPENSES: Lessee shall pa/ Lessor all 
costs and expenses, including late paymeit assessments, 
reasonable attorney's fees, the fees of collection 
agencies, and all other expenses of collection such 
telephone and telegraph charges, incurred by Lessor 
in enforcing any of the terms, conditions or provisions 
hereof. 
These provisions impose no obligation upon Overland 
as lessor to mitigate its losses by applying the proceeds from 
a sale or reletting of the equipment to reduce the lessee's 
liability for the remaining rent thus allowing for double recovery 
and penalty. It is the rule that such provisions are therefore 
void and will not be judicially enforced. Industry Financial 
Corporation v. Redman, 383 N.W.2d 847 (N.D.1986); Southwest Park 
Outpatient Surgery, Ltd. v. Chandler, 572 S.W.2d 53 (Tex.Civ.App. 
1978); Fairfield Lease Corp. v. Marsi Dress Corp., 60 Misc.2d 363, 
303 N.Y.S.2d 179 (N.Y.Civ.Ct.1969). The affirmative defense of 
penalty has been sufficiently alleged in Larsons' reply; whether 
the provisions of the lease agreement provide for a penalty may 
be determined from the face of the contract. Southwest Park 
Outpatient Surgery, Ltd., supra. Grethe's guaranty under the 
trust deed fails in like manner. 
Overland repossessed the equipment on February 15, 1987. 
On February 17, 1987, Overland was offered $35000 for the equipment 
through Laura Harris, Overland's attorney. The offer was refused 
by an Overland representative approximately two weeks later. Since 
its repossession the equipment has been stored in a location in 
(4) 2 2 3 
Salt Lake City. The circumstances and conditions of the storage 
by Overland are such that the equipment would now be worthless 
and sale thereof could only be had for salvage value. Incidentall: 
when such equipment is operative and being operated, no vibration 
is discernable; such machines have no electrical motors, and 
therefore no vibration; they are computer operated and programmed, 
and cut steel with an electrical discharge to close tolerance 
and produce a high finish, and in order to accomplish this there 
can be no vibration or movement of any measure or degree and 
there must exist close temperature control with a plus or minus 
two degrees. 
To cover the rent then due and to become due under the 
lease agreement, Larsons' residence was sold at trustee's sale 
on May 27, 1987, for approximately $50,000. Overland was the sole 
bidder. The trustee'^ deed to Overland was recorded May 27, 1987, 
in Book 5922 at page 2312. 
On May 18, 1987, before the sale, Grethe gave notice 
of rescission pursuant to §226.23, 12 CFR Ch. 11 (1-1-86 Ed.). 
There is sufficient summary judgment evidence to establish that 
a question remains on the issue of whether the transaction 
involves a personal, family, or household (consumer) debt. 
There is further sufficient summary judgment evidence 
to establish that a question remains as to whether the lease 
agreement is a lease or an agreement of sale and purchase, and if 
the latter, whether there has been a commercially reasonable 
disposition of the equipment after repossession as required by 
the sale provisions of Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code 
in force in Utah. 
<s> 22-H 
The lease agreement is an agreement of puro*~ x^e and sale 
and such is affirmatively alleged in plaintiffs' reply. 
In the first amended complaint, plaintiff Dale Larson 
is not asking for damages to his home, as Overland seems to 
characterize his claim in its memorandum, he is asking for 
damages, compensatory and punitive, for the wrongful and fraudulent 
acts of the defendants that are described in the first amended 
complaint, e.g., their procuring a bogus signature on the trust 
deeds and lease agreement and a fruadulent, untrue, and false 
certificate of acknowledgment on the trust deeds which resulted 
in and facilitated Overland1s attempts to get Dale's property 
from him. Moreover, neither Dale nor Grethe ever acknowledged 
execution of the trust deeds before the officer purporting to 
take the acknowledgment, defendant Milne. Said trust deeds were 
not entitled to be recorded and must be stricken from the records 
of the county recorder. By amended pleadings Larsons will also ask 
the Court to strike and cancel the trustee's deed. 
Insofar as Grethe is concerned, there is sufficient 
summary judgment evidence that a representation was made to her 
that her home would not be involved in any transaction, or tied 
up in it, for more than one year; no one told her she was signing 
a trust deed and so far as she knew before she examined the county 
records in Janaury of 1987, she never did; she was not given an 
opportunity to read what she was requested to sign; wherefore and 
whereby, she was misled into signing the trust deeds. She was told 
that Overland's remedy under the instruments she was requested to 
sign involving her property would not extend beyond one year and 
(6) 
2 ^ 5 
that Overland1s remedies would be derived solely from the lease 
agreement. Such misrepresentations were material, and induced 
Grethe1s asset, as she justifiably relied thereon. Plainly, 
a reasonable person would likely have been induced to assent to 
the agreement had he been told the guaranty thereunder would 
last for only one year. This type of representation went to the 
heart of Grethe1s obligation and thus is certainly material to 
her assentj and it cannot be persuasively argued that the 
representation did not induce Grethe to sign. 
DATED January 12, 1?88• 
^ROYAL K. HUNT 
STATE OF UTAH, COUNTY OF SALT LAKE, SS: 
Dale L. Larson, Grethe Larson, and Robert J. Lucking, 
being each severally sworn, on oath, state: 
Each affiant has read the above and foregoing and are 
persons named therein; each affiant has personal knowledge of th 
facts therein stated; each affiant knows the contents thereof an 
each affiant knows the same are true of his own knowledge except 
as to the matters alleged to be stated on information and belief 
and as to those matters each affiant believes it to be true. 
D(fOt^Iri^AA{n 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day of 
(7
' " 2 Z 6 
January, 1988. 
X". y/( /J^-1 
Royal K.'^Hunt, Notary Public - Utah 
Conunission expires: 2 17 90 
Residing in Salt Lake County 
(8) 
927 
PFC 291 Wast 5400 South 
Suite 0200 
Murray. Utah 84107 
801/2632626 
H L I A I C » 
P F C . Les&or', hereby leases to "lessee \ the property described herein below according to tht k 
t . DESCRIPTION OF LEASEO PROPERTY: 
C Q U I ^ M t N T I M A W U f A C T U f f t W , MODE! , NO.. TYPE. CTC | 
Sodick Model CNC1W Electrical Discharge Machine 
•Including as addi t ional secur i ty The Real Estate owned by Dale L. and 
Grethe Larson as evidenced by a deed of t r u s t dated the AT&- day of 
November 1984, with t h i s lease referred to therein as the underlying 
indebtedness pursuant to Utah code amotated 357-1-31 (as amended). 
initial &JL >£ J 
EQUIPMENT WILL BE LOCATED AT: 
C I T y Kearns 
STREET A D D R E S S . 4845 South 3600 West 
I N T E N D E D USE: 
INITIAL. 
l£M- -STATE. 
Utah ZIP . 
84118 
.COUNTY. Salt I^ke" 
Personal, Family or Household 
Due ort 
I have read and agree unconditionally with paragraph 24 on tht reverse side hereof which states that any controvnsy or 
claim arising out of this contract shall be settled by ARBITRATION in Salt Lake City, Utah; and judgment upon tlv» 
award rendered may be entered in the courts of the State of Utah; and I hereby agree to submit to arbitration a> the 
jurisdiction for purposes of enforcement of this agreement, a n d a g r e e t o p e r m i t t h e p r o v i s i o n s o f T i t l e 
PAYMENT AND LEASE TERM: 57 of Utah Code Amotated relat ing to trust deed forclosures to *efaam 
6 0 i n f u l l force & ef fect separate and apart from th is provision./< / / < 
I Security Deposit Relundable at maturity $ 
Dquarter OOther I Payment amount each period S . - i i . ? " ' ! . J U 
Use T . „ S I 1 ^ . § 7 . 
. 1 9 . . 8 4 I Total Payment including Use Tax „ S _ _ l i . l Q J J t , ? L 
. 1 9 - J L A — | Total FRONT PAYMENT including Security Deposit $ 4 , 2 1 7 . 9 4 
Duration of Lease: 
2 7 t h 
months 
day of each 19 month 
At ln« office* of P F C Wi Salt Lafce City. 
Payments beginning . 1 1 r 2 7 
Neat payment due* 1 2 - 2 7 
tNVESTMCNT TAX C*€DtT, if ANY. SHALL B£ CtrAfM€D BY L€SSm 
3. ASSIGNMENT OP W A R R A N T I E S A N D L I M I T O N LESSOR'S L I A B I L I T Y : Neither Lessor nor any assignee of Lessor shall be liable for *ny Ijiiure to 
perform any provision hereof resulting from fire or other casualty, riot, strike oi other labor difficulty, governmental regulation or reduction or any cause be-
yond Lessor's control. In no event shall Lessor be liable for any loss of profits or other consequential damage or any inconvenience resulting from *ny thi-lt. 
damage to, lots of, defect in or feilure of the equipment, or the time consumed in recovering, repairing, abutting, servicing or rtplacing the tame, and there vliall 
b# no abatement or apportionment of rental during such time. LESSOR MAKES NO W A R R A N T Y , EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. CONCERNING THE EQUIP 
MENT- HOWEVER. THIS OOES NOT ABROGATE ANY W A R R A N T Y P R O V I D E D BY THE M A N U F A C T U R E R , WHICH WARRANTIES AHE HEREBY 
ASSIGNED TO LESSEE TO THE E X T E N T PERMITTED BY CONTRACT A N D LAW. 
> 
4. INSURANCE: Lessee, at its sole cost and expense, shall maintain in full force on all such equipment during the term of this Agreement: 
(e) A policy of publlt liability and property demage insurance protecting the interest of Lessor and Lessee with respect to their liability for miurrei to thud 
persons and damage to end loss of use of property of third persons resulting from the operation of the equipment leased hereunder. Such public liability and 
property damage insurance shall have limits of not less than $100,000 per person and $300,000 ' o r »" persons iniured or killed in tht same accident, anil shall 
also have • limit of not less than $50,000 for damage, destruction and loss of use of property of thi'd persons as a result of any one accident unless otherwise here 
stated. 
Ibl A policy of hazard insurance including fire, theft or damage from all other insurable sources on said equipment the deductible amount to be not in 
excess of $250. Lessee shall stand the expense of said deductible amount. The hazard insurance on luch equipment shall be for the actual cash value of the equip-
ment. *"<* m tuch amounts as the Lessor shall deem adequate. 
PARTIES HAVE REAO THE ABOVE PROVISIONS ANO ALSO PARAGRAPHS 4 THROUGH 24 ON THE REVERSE SIDE HEREOF AND AGREE 
TO BE BOUNO BY ALL SUCH PROVISIONS. 
IN WITNESS W H E R E O F , tht partita hereto have executed this instrument on tht date below listed. 
Kent Knowle „ 972-5174
 C o n t l c t Bob Lucking Contact: 
f S U P P L I C R O F E Q U I P M E N T |COMf*t.KTK AOOMKS«| 1 
IinT^CUNTAIN MACHINE TOOL 
1090 Pioneer Road 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104 
969-7864 
I F U L L L E G A L N A M E A N D A D D R E S S O F L E S S E E I 
Robert J, Lucking & Dale L. Larson dba L & L Wire 
PO Box 168 LUM 
West Jordon, Utah 84084 
O N C L U D f ZIP C O D f I ( INCLUDE Z IPCOOE) 
Acctpttd by 
L E S S E E ( S ) (Sign Below) 
DATE EXFCUTEO Bv LESSEE November 27, 
Zu^J-tg-
0 /U? nrs. 
84 
LEASE - ORIGINAL 
(If Corporation. President. Vice President or T i m u i t r should 
sign and «»ve official title. 11 Proprietor or Partner, i t a u which) 
TT»xrTT-TT» - r m 2* 
le .see shall furnish to I essor a copy ol such if •» policies prtu* Io taking delivery ol Equipment lessor sh* • additional named insured on all lemuieil policies At 
any lime I essoi does not have evidence ol such cut nsurante lessor may treat such tamiie as a delauli nuclei nntiad In Ihe event ol trie ram ell iimn ol my ol me 
insurance polir ics ieqmred herein I esse* shall give I c tor immerit ite nniae ol nuch cancellation and the use by I • s. ul fi|wi|>meul shall te.i&r ami any i iqiit oi i>. • mission 
egress oi implied given io lessee heieundei to use and upeiale saul equipment shall cease uttiil all suiti HISUI ante li is been renewed ui icpiaied IIH the e. nil soJi msm ante is 
not i ene wed or < epieced (qmpnient shall be relumed to I essoi and lessor shall have Ihe right io repossess the s.une without ii ihiliiy lui li espass oi i t> sponsibihl y * iih i esoet I io 
it oi ID any ailicle fell in ui attached Io it and t essee specifically aqrees (a) that his signalui e upon this ilocuuienl constitutes his knowing * iiver ol ins ng'il lu i eqiwe I essoi lu 
give him notice and a hearing puoi to i epos session and lb) that should I essot elect to putchase Ihe lequiied uisui ,IIM e on hi hall ot I essee I essee will upon (Inn ami i runout sr 
I essor lor the cost ol su< h insurant-e t essee agrees Io indemnity and lu save I essor harmless liom and aijamsl .my .mil .ill In's damages ilauiis liabilities ami eipi »,r m any 
manner arising out ol Ihe claims inpjry oi damages lo persens or pioperty as a r»sull ol lessees opeiaiion ul Iipupmenf 
All msui jnce shall be in tuice nul only duiing the teim ot this I ease but in addition thereto liom the lime ol delivci y ul i qiupment to t tssee and until Equipment is <«luint «l tu 
lessor shall provide lor a tO day pi tor written notice lo lessor ol cancellation oi reduction in coverage and shall piolect Ihemteiesi ol bold I essoi ami t essee m i quipuiini m 
as the case may be shall protect both lessor and lessee with respect lo risk arising oul ol Ihe condition maintenance use or npriaiiou ol f quipuienl Ihe pun eeits ul .my 
insurance received by I essoi on account ol or for any loss or casually which has been made good by I essee shall he icle ised lo I essee upon salisl ailur y or ool thai said loss oi 
casualty has been made good unless Ihe Lessee is at the time m default ol the payment ot any other liability hereunder 
5 SUPPLIER NOT AN AGENT Lessee understands and agrees lhal neither supplier nor any salesman or oiher agent ofsupphei is an agent of I essor No salesman r.r agent ol 
supplier is authorized lo waive or alter any term oi condition ol this lease and no lepiesentahon as lo Equipment or any oihei mallei by supplier shall in any way atleel Lessee s 
duly lo pay the rent and perlorm its other obligations as set lorth in Ihts lease . 
D OROERING EQUIPMENT lessor agrees lo oidet Equipment liom Suppliei upon the terms and conditions ol Ihe purchase order initially attached heielo Lessee agiees to arrange 
lor deliver y oi Equipment so lhal it can be accepted within ninety days aflei the date ol this Least Any or all exceptions to f U U and COMPl E 11 deliver y of Ihe mine schedule ot 
Equipment as above shown is below slated by Lessee in space provided II space is fell "blank'' by Lessor it is lully understood and agi eed that Lessee heieby accepts full and 
complete responsibility lor Equipment scheduled and heieby stipulates lhal Delivery and Acceptance is without exception complete 
7 GUARANTY SECURITY ANO SECURITY DEPOSIT. The guaranty security and security deposit. If any guarantees the lull performance of Iht lease and Shad be reiutnrd io I essee 
upon the normal eipuation ol this Least The primary purpose ol Iht guaranty and security deposit is lo protect lessor in the event ol a delauli guarantee ihe letuin ol ihe 
equipment in good condition reasonable wear and tear excepted and provide security for Iht payment o! costs olrep*us repossession and/or default expenses and penalties if 
any security deposit remains alter the payment ol Iht costs ol ttturn ol Equipment. Iht ttpau ol tfit saint and other delauli expenses and penalties then I essoi may apply any 
excess to unpaid least payments and DAMAGES 
B REPAIRS USE. ALTERATIONS Lessee at its expense shall keep Equipment in good working condition and repair and furnish alt tabor parts mechanisms and devices tequned 
therefor lessee shall use Equipment in a carelul and lawful manner lesstt shall not make any alterations additions or improvements to Equipment without lessor s prior 
written consent All conditions and improvements made to Equipment ihaM belong io Lessor and shall nol be removed without Lessor s prior wniien consent 
9 OWNERSHIP PERSONAL PROPERTY Equipment is and shall at all times rtmain iht property ol Lessor and lessee shall have no right title or interest therein or thereto except 
as expressly set lorth m this lease Equipment is and shall al all limes be and remain personal properly notwithstanding thai Iquipmeni or any pari thereof may now be or 
herealter become in any manner alftied or attached to real propeily or any building thereon 
10 TERMINATION OF LEASE ANO RETURN OP PROPERTY Subi.ec! to Option lo Purchase (set paragraph 11) at Ihe expiration ol Ihis Lease or upon demand by Lessor made pur suant 
lo the default pi o visions her eol Lessee al its expense shall return Equipment in good working condition and repair bydelivenngitpackedandieady lot shipment lo such place 
or on board such earner as lessor may speedy II purchase by lessee or return ol Equipment is nut eliecled within 30days ol maturity ol this Lease Lessee agiees lo continue 
normal monthly tent payments to lessor until Equipment is either purchased of returned lo Lessor 
It OPTION TO PURCHASE lessee shall have an option lo purchase Equipment al Iht tndol Iht Itast period lor f AIR MARnET VALUE al lhal lime plus all obligations leinainmg 
due under this lease Notice ol exercise ol this option must be given in writing to lessor or lessor s assignee al least Ihitty t30i days unoi to the e»pualionul the tease I his 
option shall terminate and be avoid upon termination ol this lease by reason ol Lessee s default 
1? RIGHT TO PROTECT EQUIPMENT II lessee lails to maintain insuianct pay taxes assessments costs and anvMprnse which lessee is heieuudeiiequuedlopay I essoi may 
make expendituies lor such purposes and Iht amounts so expended shall become immediately due and payable by lessee to lessor Lessor shall have ihe nghl io inspect 
Equipment at any reasonable lune or plact 
13 OETAULTIY LESSEE In the event lessee lilts or Iheie is caused to be hied a petition m bankruptcy oi shall make or have made an assignment lot Ihe benefit of cieditois oi if 
a receiver shall be appointed lor lessee or if Lesstt shall havt permitted or suffered any attachment levy execution to be made levied or entered agamst or m any respei t un 
any or all ol Lessee s properly or (ails lo perlorm any other obligation ol this lease {except payment ol rent oi maintenance ul insurance which are dealt with neieirij then upon 
trve (S| days written nonce by Lessor to Lessee, lo correct the delauli iht light ol Lessee under this Least shall thcrtupon txpire 
m any event that lessee lads to make any payment due and owing hereunder lor a period ol fifteen (tSidays after such payment is due then the rights ot lessee undei this 
Agreement shall thereupon expire Any extension ol iimt or othtr alteration m contract terms allowed by lessor shall not deprive it ol any of its rights heieundei 
14 DAMAGES In ihe event that lessee fails lo perlorm in accordance with iht ttrms and conditions of this lease and the rights of t essee hereunder expire the I essee agr ees io 
pay lo lessor any and all amounts of unpaid monthly payments computed to the datt ol rtluin of Such property together with any loss or damage which Lessor may suffer as a 
ttsult ol the breach ol this Lease by lessee it being mutually agreed between lessor and Iht Lesstt that the minimum amount ot such loss as a trsuil ol any suih breach as 
liquidated damages due and payable on ihe date o! expiration of this I ease shall be a sum equal lo dne ihud of die monthly payments thai wouU nave been paid it ihe I ease had 
continued in full force and effect Iqr the period stf forth in Paragraph 2 above without consideration ol iht shortening ol Iht lerm by reason ol default 
Die lailuf e ol lessor at any lime to exercise its rights under this paragraph in the event ol any such delauli by I esseeshall not aileci its nghl and power to exercise sue h ngiiis 
in ihe event ol any subsequent delauli For the purpose ol repossessing Equipment Lessor may enter upon any premises ol Lessee whet e Equipment may be and i emove the same 
and lessee heieby waives any claim lot trespass or damage occasioned thereby 
lessee shall bear the entire nsk ol loss thell destruction ot damage ol Equipment or any item thereof (herein loss or Oamage I hom any cause whatsoever No loss ot 
damage or malfunction ol Equipment shall relieve lessee ol Ihe obligation to pay rent or any other obligation under this lease In ihe event ol loss oi damage Lessee at Ihe option 
ol lessor shall lal place Ihe same in good condition and repair or lb) replace the same with like equipment in good condition and repair with clear Idle theiein to I essor or tc t pay 
to lessor ihe total ol the following amounts |i) Ihe total rent due and owing al Ihe lime ol such payment plus lm Ihe present value lal the Sail I a»e City lunrnt bank n i t ul 
interest) ol all rent and oiher amounts payable by Lessee with respect lo said item from dale of such payment io d.ne ul expiration ol the then CUM em term of this I ease plus (mi 
ihe tesidual vajua which said item would havt had al the end ol the lerm Upon lessor s receipt ol such payment lessee and/ot Lessee s insuiet shall he endued to Lessoi s 
interisi in said iltm tor salvagt purposes, in its Ihtn condition and location as is without warranty express or implied 
15 LESSORS EXPENSES lessee shall pay lessor all costs and expenses including late payment assessments reasonable attorneys lees the lees ol collection agencies and all 
other expenses ot collectiun such as telephone and telegraph charges incurred by lessoi in enfuicing any of HIP terms conditions oi piovisions heieot 
16 NO t ICE S Any notice r equu ed to be given her eundei shall be deemed completed live |5| days altet posting with post ag« pi epaid in i egulai or t ei tihed U S mad lu each ul the 
parties at their respective addresses indicated in the initial paragraph ol this Least 
17 AMENOMENTS Any amendment to this Least must bt made in willing signed and dated by Ihe paittes and attached lo this Least 
18 RIGHTS TO ASSIGN LEASE 
tart essee agiees lhal I essor may assign all or any pait ot the montts and claims lor monies due and to become due to Lessor and all other rights ot lessor under this t ease 
Upon ret etpt of wr illen notice ol assignment lessee shall pay lo assignee all monies as they become due under this I ease I essee s obligation to pav s aid monies to ihe assignee 
Shall be unconditional and shall nol be subject loany delense or oltsel unless or until assignee notifies lessee HI writing lhal Ihis I ease has been reassigned baik tolfjsur 
(bl lessee agrees lhal it will nol assign liansler sublet or lease its rights under this lease and will nol pledrje moitgageor otherwise encumber or subject to or pennillnensl 
upon or be subjected to any hen or chaige any right or inteiesl ol lessee hereunder without lessor s prior wniien consent 
19 LOCATION LESSORS INSPECTION LABELS Equipment shall be delivered and therealler kept at the location sprcilted above or il none is specilied alt essee saddiess set 
forth above and shall not bt removed Iherefiom without Lessor s prior wnllen consent Lessor shall m^e Ihe nghl lo inspect Equipment al any <e asonable lime II lessor 
supplies lessee with labels stating that Equipment is owned by lessor lessee shall allii and keep same m a prominent place on each item ol Equipment 
20 TERMINATION OURING TERM THIS I EASE MAYMOTBl TERMINAIEOPttOR lOI ISfkPHUItONtlVtt l l t t i l l 'AHIYlKUI ' l 1HAI USSORMAf lEIlMlNAU Mil AGIII IMINI 
UPON Ol fAUl ! BY I ESSEE, AS SIAIEU MEHCIN 
?! LATE CHARGE If I essee fails lo pay when due rent or other amount required herein lo bt paid by I essrr I essee shaH pay In I essoi a late t harge ol live percrnl IS I ol eat n 
installment oi part thereol lor which said tent or other amount shaltbe delinquent or SS 00 whichever is gi eater plus inteiesl on such delinquent rem oi other amount (torn the due 
date thereol until paid al the rate ol 18*. per annum both before and alter any judgment that may be tendered ui favor ol lessor against lessee on said sums 
22 HENS TAXES Lessee shaft keep Equipment free and clear ol ail levies hens and encumbrances Lessee shall in the manner directed by Lessoi (a) make and hie all 
declarations and mums in connection with all charges and taxes (local slant and federal) which may now or heieallei he imposed upon nr measured by ihe owneiship teasing 
rental sale purchase possession or use ol Equipmeni excluding however aM taxes on or measured by I essoi s net income and (h| pay all such charges and taxes 
I I I essee fails lo discharge said levies hens and encumbrances or to pay said charges and taxes lessor shall have ihe nghl but shall nol be obligated to elteit such 
discharge or pay such charges and taxes In thai tvenl Lessee shaN repay to lessor Ihe cost thereol with Ihe next payment ol tent 
23 TAXIENEFITS IF INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT is passed from Lessor lolesset it must bt by written consent oi l essor and in that event illessonscausedbytesseesdefauit 
or oilier action of lessee al variance with this assignment or by government action to sacrifice Investment fax Credits depreciation or the loss of any other tax I IMU'MS io 
winch i essoi is originally entitled I essee agr ees io indemnify lessoi agamsi those losses This will be the dillerence between I essor s lax liability betoie loss ulia«beuehts ami 
Hie hatiiHy dticrmined io ensi alter lessor s loss ot lax benefits 
24 ARIITRAT10M ANY CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM ARISING OUT Of OR REIATING TO THIS CONTRACT OR TUT BREACH THEREOF SHAH BE SFMlED HY ARBURAHON IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH IHE nut IS Of THE AMERICAN AROlfRAIlON ASSOCIAIION ANO JUOCMENI UPON If ft AWARD III NfH REOBV lift AnnilUA f flHtSl MAY Hf I Nil »ll 0 IN ANY 
COURf HAVING JUHlSUlUlON IHE REOF ARBURAItONSHAt I BEHEtOIN IHECItVOf SAlTlAKE COUNtYOf SAll lAkE SfAIEOf UtAlt AMOANY DUES HONUf I AvVbHAI t 
BE Of CI WO IN ACCORDANCE WHH IHE LAWS Of THE SIAIE Of UTAH 
25 ENTIRE AGREEMENT This lease is intended by the parlies as the final expression of their agreement and as a complete and exclusive statement ol the terms (hereof Ihe 
parties shall nol be bound by any agents or employees representation promise or inducement nol set lorlti in this tmeemenl No representations under standings or 
agieements have bten made or relied upon in Ihe making ol Iras agreement other man those specifically set luiih herein 
26 LESSEE DOCUMENTATION lessee shall provide Lesser with such corporate resolutions opinions of counsel In mcial statements and other documents as Irssor snail 
request from time to lime II more than one Lessee rs named in this least, the liability ol each shall be |ouit and seveial li Lessor so tequests lessee shall execute such documents 
as Lessor shall requite lot tiling ot recording 
mvtStOUAVIN! 2^°f 
Jeffrey M. Jones (1741) 
Michael L. Dowdle (4025) 
ALLEN NELSON HARDY & EVANS 
Attorneys for Overland Thrift & Loan 
215 South State, Suite 700 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Telephone: (801) 531-8400 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
DALE L. LARSEN, GRETHE ] 
LARSEN, and SYSTEMATIC ] 
BUILDERS, INC., a Utah ; 
Corporation, ] 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. ' 
OVERLAND THRIFT & LOAN, a 
Utah Corporation, B. RAY ZOLL 
and LINDA D. MILNE, 
Defendants. 
RESPONSES OF DEFENDANT | OVERLAND THRIFT & LOAN 
i TO PLAINTIFFS' 
i INTERROGATORIES 
I Civil NO. C87-3405 
I Judge Scott Daniels 
Defendant Overland Thrift & Loan (hereinafter 
"Overland"), hereby responds to Plaintiffs1 Interrogatories 
as follows: 
INTERROGATORY NO, It State and describe each and 
every document to which reference is made by Defendant Linda 
D. Milne in Paragraph 7 of her Affidavit filed herein and 
dated May, 1987, and included in such reference by the 
statement therein that w[A]fter the lease documents had been 
prepared, I took the lease, trust deed, and other documents 
to the Larsens1 home for signature,11 and with respect to each 
such document describe in this answer to Interrogatory, 
include: 
EXHIBIT B 
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(a) The title and content; 
(b) If signed, identify the signer by name, 
address, and telephone number; 
(c) Its date; 
(d) The date of signing; 
(e) Identify each person present at the time 
and place of signing, by name, address, and telephone 
number; 
(f) The place of signing; 
(g) Identify the preparer of each document by 
name, address, and telephone number. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1; Linda D. Milne is 
not an employee of Overland. If Plaintiffs have questions 
concerning the meaning of any portion of the Affidavit of Ms. 
7 
Milne, Plaintiffs should inquire of Ms. Milne. However, to 
the best knowledge of Overland, at this time Overland is 
aware of only two documents which were taken to the Larsens1 
home for signature, namely, the lease and the trust deed. 
The lease was signed by Robert J. Lucking and Dale L. Larsen. 
Their business address is P. 0. Box 168, West Jordan, UT 
84084. The phone number of Robert Lucking is 969-7864. The 
lease was executed November 27, 1984, and was signed by Dale 
L. Larsen in his shop in the presence of Mrs. Larsen and 
Linda D. Milne. To the best knowledge of Overland, the 
documents were prepared by the employees of PFC. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 2t If the equipment described in 
said equipment lease was delivered to a place or address in 
the area of Salt Lake City, Utah, state: 
(a) The place (street address, city, county, 
and state) where the equipment was delivered; 
(b) The date it was so delivered; and 
(c) The person or entity making the delivery. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2: The events 
surrounding the delivery of the equipment to the Plaintiff 
are unknown to Overland. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 3t With respect to the documents 
described in your answer to Interrogatory No. 1 above, state 
whether or not at the time of their purported signing and 
execution they were complete in all respects as they appear 
attached to said Affidavit of Doug Anderson. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3: The documents 
speak for themselves. No employee of Overland was present at 
the time of execution. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 4; If your answer to the next 
preceding interrogatory is in the negative, in detail, 
explain and describe wherein said documents were not complete 
and state when and the identity of the person or persons 
completing the documents after their purported execution or 
signing. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 4: See response to 
Interrogatory No. 3. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 5: With respect to each and 
every payment received on said equipment lease, state: 
(a) The date of each such payment; 
(b) The form of each such payment (cash, 
check, money order, etc.)' 
(c) How each such payment was applied; 
(d) The amount of each such payment; 
(e) The identity of the payor in each 
instance; 
(f) The balance due on the total obligation 
after each such payment; 
(g) The total balance remaining unpaid after 
the last of said payments was made; 
(h) If interest was a factor or was charged, 
or was used in determining the total amount of the 
obligation as stated in said trust deeds, state the rate 
or rates of such interest. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 5; A computer print-
out reflecting all records of each and every such payment on 
said equipment lease is available for inspection upon request 
at the offices of counsel for Overland. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 6: If the equipment was 
repossessed state: 
(a) The date it was repossessed; 
(b) The person or entity repossessing the 
equipment; 
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(c) The location (street address, city, 
county, state) where the equipment was at the time of 
its repossession; 
(d) If a repossession report was made at or 
near the time of such repossession, state the substance 
of what it contained and the amount of any appraisals it 
contained; 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO, 6t The equipment was 
repossessed from 2414 South 1100 West, Woods Cross, Utah, on 
or about February 15, 1987 by Utah Machine Tool. To 
Overland1s knowledge no repossession report was made at or 
near the time of such repossession. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 7: If Defendant Overland Thrift 
and Loan has had appraisals made of the equipment, state: 
(a) The date of each such appraisal; 
(b) The identity by name, address, and 
telephone number of each person making such appraisal; 
(c) The amount for which the equipment was 
appraised in each instance; 
(d) The qualifications of each appraiser. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 7: No appraisals of 
the equipment were made. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 8: State whether in connection 
with the transaction here involved a financing statement was 
filed with the appropriate state office, and, if so, state 
the substance of what it stated and contained. 
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RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO> 8: A financing 
statement was prepared and filed listing Robert J. Lucking 
and Dale L. Larsen as Lessees and PFC, Inc., as Lessor* 
Section 4 of the Financing Statement states as follows: "(1) 
Sodick Model CNCIW Electrical Discharge Machine s/n 79—this 
equipment is owned by PFC & is leased to Lessee.ff Overland 
is named as the assignee of the secured party. Proceeds of 
the collateral are covered and a statement as to the "true 
lease" character of the transaction is duly noted. The 
statement is signed by Robert J. Lucking and Dale L. Larsen 
and PFC, Inc. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 9: State and describe the 
disposition of the equipment after it was repossessed, and 
include: 
(a) If it was stored, the place of storage 
and the manner it was stored; 
(b) The period of time it was stored, 
including the date the equipment was stored in the first 
instance and the date it was removed from storage/ 
(c) The length of time after repossession 
before the equipment was offered for sale if in fact it 
was offered for sale; 
(d) State and describe all expenses Overland 
Thrift and Loan incurred in repossessing the equipment 
and in preparing it for sale. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 9: The equipment was 
stored at Utah Machine Tool, 3240 South 1100 East and to 
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Overlandfs present knowledge is still being stored at such 
location. The equipment was offered for sale ten (10) days 
after repossession. Overland has incurred Four Hundred 
Dollars ($400.00) in storage fees, such fees being payable to 
one Raymond Keller. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 10; State whether or not 
Plaintiffs, or either of them, had or were given an option to 
purchase the equipment at the end of the lease and, if so, 
state the terms of the option. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 10; At the time 
Overland obtained the Lease from PFC, Overland did not offer 
or grant a purchase option to Plaintiffs. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: If Plaintiffs, or either of 
them, had the right or option to purchase the equipment, 
state whether or not a residual or residual value would be 
taken into account in arriving at the purchase price. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO, 11; The Lease 
constituted a true lease. See answer to Interrogatory No. 10 
above. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: If your answer to the 
preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, state; 
(a) The amount of such residual or residual 
value; 
(b) How such amount was determined; 
(c) To whom it is owed; 
(d) The party benefiting. 
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RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 12: See answer to 
Interrogatory No. 11. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: If a residual or residual 
value is in any way or manner involved in this transaction, 
explain in detail and include the amount, purpose, and 
function of such residual or residual value. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13: See answer to 
Interrogatory No. 11. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: After the repossession was 
the equipment sold? 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 14: No. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: If your answer to the 
preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, state: 
(a) The manner of sale, i.e., private or 
public; 
(b) When such sale took place; 
(c) Identify the buyer by name, address, and 
telephone number; 
(d) If bids were submitted, identify by name, 
address, and telephone number all persons or entities 
who submitted bids and the amount of each bid; 
(e) The amount received for the equipment at 
such sale; 
(f) Describe any and all notices by substance 
and content Overland Thrift and Loan furnished to 
Plaintiffs, or any or either of them, prior to sale of 
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Overland Thrift and Loanfs intention to sell, and the 
time and manner of such sale; 
(g) The place where such sale took place; 
(h) The name of any journals or other 
publications where notices of the sale were published. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 15: See response to 
Interrogatory No. 14. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16t Describe fully and in detail 
the condition of the equipment at the time of repossession. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Personnel at 
Utah Machine Tool have informed Overland that the machine was 
in good condition. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: State the market value of 
said equipment at the time of repossession and state how you 
arrived at such market value. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 17: To Overlandfs 
knowledge, no precise figure was ever calculated as the 
market value of the equipment. 
DATED this / ^ daY o f August, 1987. 
ALLEN NELSON HARDY & EVANS 
Dowdl 
Attorneys for Overland 
Thrift & Loan 
2ZY~ 
OVERLAND THRIFT & LOAN 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
* ss 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
On the /o? day of August, 1987, personally 
appeared before me Lisa K. Mottin, the signer of the 
foregoing, who duly acknowledged to me that she is the 
(A?\l£(A\V\A YV\tyf>ot Overland Thrift & Loan, and that she 
executed the foregoing for and on behalf of Overland Thrift & 
Loan, and that said company executed the same. 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
My Commission Expires: 
ll/l/^O Residing at ^AH lM\l€^ 
P-010 
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ADDENDUM I I 
Jeffrey M. Jones, Esq. (1741) 
Michael L. Dowdle, Esq, (4025) 
Robert L. Payne, Esq. (5129) 
ALLEN NELSON HARDY & EVANS 
215 South State Street, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
(801) 531-8400 
Attorneys for Defendant Overland 
Thrift & Loan 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
DALE L. LARSON and GRETHE LARSON, | 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
OVERLAND THRIFT & LOAN, a Utah | 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
I AFFIDAVIT OF 
1 K. DOUGLAS ANDERSON 
i Civil No. C87-3405 
i Judge Scott Daniels 
-STATE OF UTAH ) 
• ss 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Affiant K. Douglas Anderson, having been duly sworn upon oath 
deposes and states upon personal knowledge as follows: 
1. Affiant is over the age of twenty-one (21) and a resident 
of Salt Lake County, State of Utah. 
2* Affiant is employed as Collection Manager of San 
Francisco Bancorp, successor-in-interest to Overland Thrift & Loan 
(••bancojLp") and was employed by Overland Thrift & Loan ("Overland") 
as Collection Manager prior to Bancorp fs succession-in-interest in 
September, 1987. 
90/ 
3. Pursuant to Affiantfs employment at Overland and Bancorp 
as Collection Manager, Affiant is familiar with the books and 
records of Bancorp and Overland regarding the Lease originally 
executed by PFC as Lessor and Robert J. Lucking and Dale L. Larson 
dba L & L wire EDM as Lessee ("Lease") and the Equipment Guaranty 
("Guaranty") executed by Dale L. Larson, and has further reviewed 
and is familiar with the debts, obligatipns, and payments 
associated therewith, and is able to testify regarding the content 
and validity of such records. 
4, Pursuant to the terms of the Lease, there was originally 
due and owing total principal payments of $115,696.40 calculated as 
follows: 
$ 1,994.30 monthly lease payment 
X 60 months $ 119,658.00 
Less prepayment of first and 
last months < 3,988.60> 
Total principal Lease balance: $ 115,669.40 
5* In addition to principal payments due under the Lease, 
Lessee was required to pay a monthly use tax of $114.67 per month. 
6, From November 27, 1984, through September 2, 1986, 
Lessees made total payments in the amount of $42,590.42. Such 
payments constitute the total amount received from Lessee under the 
Lease. 
7. From November 27, 1984, through September 27, 1989, 
Lessee incurred late charges and assessments in the amount of 
$5,584.32. 
RLP:hh 
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8. Distribution and application of the total payments made 
by Lessee in the amount of $42,590.42 were as follows: 
Use tax assessments $ 1,204.12 
Late charges and assessments 134.02 
Principal lease payments 41.252.38 
Total Lessee payments: $ 42,590.42 
9* Prior to the sale of the leased equipment, there remained 
due and owing to Overland from lessee the amount of $74,417.12 
calculated as follows: 
Original principal Lease balance $ 115,669.40 
Less principal Lease payments <41,252.28> 
Principal Lease balance prior to sale: $ 74,417.12 
10. After deduction of all commissions, storage costs, 
transportation costs and costs of sale, Overland received proceeds 
from the sale of the equipment in the amount of $10,750 of which 
$632.36 was applied towards outstanding use tax assessments and 
$10,117.64 was applied towards the outstanding principal lease 
balance. No amounts from the proceeds of sale were applied to 
outstanding late charges and assessments. 
11. After due application of the sale proceeds to the 
principal lease balance, there was due and owing to Overland from 
lessee principal lease balance amount of $64,299.48, calculated as 
follows: 
RLPrhh 
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Principal Lease balance prior to sale $ 74,417.12 
Sale proceeds applied to principal 
Lease balance < 10,117.64> 
Principal Lease balance after sale: $ 64,299.48 
12. As of September 27, 1989, there were late charges and 
late assessments due and owing from lessee to Overland in the total 
amount of $5,584.32. 
13. Pursuant to the terms of the Lease and Guaranty, copies 
of which are attached hereto as Exhibits "A" and "B," respectively, 
the Lessee and Guarantor obligated themselves to pay all costs of 
court and costs of collection incurred in collecting amounts due 
and owing under the Lease and Guaranty. 
14. Inasmuch as litigation in this matter has lasted 
approximately three (3) years, Overland has incurred substantial 
legal fees and costs. As of April 5, 1990, Overland has incurred 
attorneys1 fees in the amount of $29,693.50 and collection costs 
and court costs in the amount of $2,046.65. 
15. The total amount due and owing to Overland from Dale L. 
Larson under the Lease and Guaranty is $69,883.80 plus interest 
accruing thereon at the rate of eighteen percent (18%) per annum 
from and after September 27, 1989, together with costs of 
collection and costs of court in the amount of $31,740.15, less any 
amount received from the sale of Overlandfs interest in and to the 
Larson residence. 
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16. Neither Overland nor Bancorp has released Dale L. Larson 
from any obligations incurred under the terms of the Lease or the 
Guaranty serving as the basis of liability in the above-entitled 
matter. 
DATED this f£^day of April, 1990. 
1990. 
/£. Douglas Anderson 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this *f1^ day of April, 
Notary Public 
Residing at Salt Lake County, Utah 
My Commission Expires: 
RLP:hh 
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ADDENDUM III 
Jeffrey ML Jones, Esq. (1741) 
Michael L. Dowdle, Esq. (4025) 
Robert L. Payne, Esq. (5129) 
ALLEN NELSON HARDY & EVANS 
215 South State Street, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
(801) 531-8400 
Attorneys for Defendant Overland 
Thrift & Loan 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
DALE L. LARSON and GRETHE LARSON, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
OVERLAND THRIFT'S LOAN, a Utah 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
i AFFIDAVIT OF 
i LISA MOTTIN 
1 Civil NO. C87-3405 
I Judge Scott Daniels 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Affiant Lisa Mottin, having been duly sworn upon oath, deposes 
and states upon personal knowledge as follows: 
1. Affiant is over the age of twenty-one (21) and a resident 
of Salt Lake County, State of Utah. 
2» Affiant was employed as a collection agent for Overland 
Thrift & Loan ("Overland") and for San Francisco Bancorp, 
successor-in-interest to Overland Thrift & Loan ("Bancorp") from 
March, 1986, through July, 1988, and as such, is familiar with the 
events and circumstances regarding the repossession and subsequent 
sale of the leased equipment in the above-entitled matter. 
3. Affiant had direct responsibility and supervisory 
responsibilities over the repossession and sale of the equipment 
leased pursuant to the lease originally executed by PFC as Lessor 
and Robert J. Lucking and Dale L. Larson dba L & L Wire EDM as 
Lessee and dated November 27, 1984 ("Lease"), a copy of which is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this 
reference, 
4. Upon declaring the Lease in default, Affiant was informed 
by letter from Plaintiffs1 counsel to Overlandfs counsel that the 
leased equipment was being stored at Raymond Keller Construction 
Co. ("Keller") in Woods Cross, Utah. A copy of such letter is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and incorporated herein by this 
reference. 
5. In order to obtain the equipment from Keller, Overland 
was required to pay Keller storage costs in the amount of $4 00.00. 
6. Upon obtaining possession of the leased equipment, 
Affiant placed the equipment with Utah Machine Tool Exchange ("Utah 
Machine"), a recognized dealer in industrial machine sales and 
equipment sales, for subsequent advertisement and sale. 
7. Utah Machine regularly, and in the normal course Ox. 
business, advertises for sale through circulars, advertisements and 
flyers, and otherwise, obtains bids on specialized industrial 
machines such as the equipment leased pursuant to the Lease herein. 
8. Affiant, for and on behalf of Overland, entered into an 
agreement with Utah Machine to advertise the leased equipment, 
obtain bids thereon, and to otherwise sell the leased equipment for 
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the highest obtainable price. Pursuant to such agreement, 
Overland agreed that Utah Machine would be entitled to a commission 
on the sale of the leased equipment and to reimbursement of all 
moving costs, storage costs and other expenses incurred in selling 
the leased equipment. 
9. Affiant maintained frequent contact with Utah Machine 
representatives regarding their attempts to seljL the equipment and 
thereby kept herself and Overland informed of all continuing sale 
efforts, interested purchasers, and offers of purchase. 
10. Affiant personally reviewed circulars, advertisements and 
flyers sent out by Utah Machine to industrial buyers, brokers and 
other individuals reasonably calculated to have an interest in such 
equipment, which advertised the sale of the leased equipment and 
solicitated bids for the purchase thereof. 
11. During Utah Machinefs attempts to sell the leased 
equipment, Affiant received a letter from Royal Hunt, attorney for 
Plaintiffs, asserting that Plaintiffs had a third party interested 
in purchasing the machine for $35,000. Subsequent investigation 
into such alleged offer revealed that such offeror was unable to 
pay cash for the equipment or otherwise meet minimal down payment 
requirements in order to enter a financed purchase of the leased 
equipment. Moreover, further investigation revealed that even if 
financing had been able to be obtained, the Plaintiffs1 broker 
would not agree to split the commissions on the sale of the machine 
with Utah Machine, thus causing a breach of the previous terms of 
contract existing between Overland and Utah Machine. 
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12. After due consideration to the offer proposed by Royal 
Hunt, Overland determined that due to the unsatisfactory financial 
condition of the proposed buyer, and the apparent risks of 
structuring a financial purchase, it was unwilling to finance the 
sale or otherwise breach its contract with Utah Machine. 
13. On or about May'3, 1988, Affiant was informed by Utah 
Machine that the equipment had been sold for cash. 
14. After reduction of all commissions, storage costs, moving 
costs and costs of sale, Overland received total sale proceeds in 
the amount of $10,750. 
15. The offer pursuant to which the leased equipment was sold 
constituted the best firm cash offer received by Overland or its 
agents for such equipment. 
16. Overland and Affiant at all times believed that their 
efforts in placing the leased equipment with a notable dealer of 
industrial equipment, and that public notification of sale through 
circulars, advertisements and flyers to those most reasonably 
likely to purchase such a machine, would assure mdfcLmum exposure to 
qualified and interested buyers of the type of equipment herein 
involved. 
17. Overland and Affiant at all times believed that its 
insistence that a substantial portion of the sales price be in cash 
would serve to reduce further obsolescence, devaluation and 
depreciation of the machine in the event further defaults were made 
on credit payments by a further purchaser. 
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18. Overland and Affiant at all times believed that their 
efforts and the efforts of Overland's agents in selling the 
equipment constituted the course of action most reasonably 
calculated to obtain the most reasonable and highest value for the 
leased equipment. 
DATED this \£x day of April, 1990. 
1990. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this IfN day of April, 
C \M -rr/r^SC?'/^^ N6t£a**y Pptflic 
Residing at Salt Lake County, Utah 
My Commission Expires: 
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